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Important Disclosure Information is contained on the last page of this report.   
The recipient of this report is directed to read these disclosures. 

 

The Future of Wealth Management And  

Morgan Stanley’s $28 Billion Opportunity 
Big banks are facing competitive pressures from two forces in recent years: regulators and new (fintech) 
competitors. Regulators have cracked down on many of the traditional activities that fueled growth in the 
financial sector during the pre-crisis boom. To compensate, many big banks have migrated towards more retail-
like activities such as wealth management that face less regulation. 

As they attempt this pivot, the banks have also found that new technology-driven entrants are putting pressure 
on their traditional advisory model. “Robo Advisor” startups such as SigFig, Betterment, and Wealthfront offer 
cheap, automated investing services that threaten to disrupt the wealth management business. 

The big banks still have significant advantages though. Their brand names, financial capital, advisor networks, 
and large client bases give them the opportunity to leverage the innovations of these startups and become the 
biggest winners in this new wealth management model. 

“Digital advice will become a multi-trillion dollar market over the next decade,” says NextCapital CEO John 
Patterson. “Trusted brands with large installed client bases that rapidly adapt to digital advice will win this 
opportunity.” 

Morgan Stanley (MS) has that large installed client base. In 2009, it became one of the biggest wealth managers 
in the world with the acquisition of Smith Barney. As Figure 1 shows, its wealth management business has 
always been more profitable than its investment banking activities. 

Figure 1: Segment ROIC: Wealth Management Is the Leader 

 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings.  

What’s more, the company has already taken the first steps towards adapting digital advice. At its current 
valuation of ~$29/share, Morgan Stanley has the potential to create almost $28 billion in value for shareholders if 
it successfully completes this digital transformation. 

Regulatory Squeeze On Margins 

What used to be a profitable and growing business is now plagued by ever tightening margins as banks spend 
more and more money on compliance. The six biggest U.S. banks—J.P. Morgan (JPM), Bank of America (BAC), 
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Citigroup (C), Wells Fargo (WFC), Goldman Sachs (GS), and Morgan Stanley—spent over $70 billion on 
regulatory compliance in 2013, more than double what they spent in 2007. 

Those numbers come from a recent article in the Wall Street Journal

Return on invested capital (

. That same article described a town-hall 
meeting at Barclays (BCS) where bankers described compliance officers as “nuns with guns,” indicating the 
extent to which regulation has become a constant squeeze on investment banking activities. 

ROIC) has dramatically declined since the financial crisis for the big banks. In 2006, 
they earned an average ROIC of almost 15%. Last year, their profitability had been cut in half, at ~7.5%. 

Wealth Management Is The Way Forward For Margin Expansion 

Before the financial crisis, Morgan Stanley’s small Wealth Management division was highly profitable, while the 
much larger Institutional Securities division was not as profitable due, in no small part, to massive bonuses for its 
many investment bankers. 

After the financial crisis—and the Smith Barney acquisition—the Wealth Management division’s ROIC fell, but it 
remained in the double digits. Institutional Securities, on the other hand, has failed to achieve an ROIC above 
the company’s WACC every year since 2006. 

Increased capital requirements and compliance costs make Institutional Securities a dead end for profitable 
growth. If Morgan Stanley wants to grow profits and create value for investors, it needs to invest heavily in wealth 
management. 

Changing Culture Is Difficult And Takes Time 

As Morgan Stanley reorients itself towards a greater focus on wealth management, it will need to bridge the gap 
between the value that advisors believe they deliver and what clients say their priorities really are. As a recent 
report from EY shows, advisors put a much higher priority on regular interaction and personalized understanding, 
whereas clients are more concerned with performance, transparency, and fees. 

Another interesting finding from the report is that clients see the most beneficial use of social media as a forum 
to connect with other clients to ask questions and share experiences.  

These findings suggest that Morgan Stanley, which currently has the largest advisory force of any firm, will need 
to undergo a major cultural shift to meet the needs of more digitally active clients. A failure to do so could lead to 
a mass exodus of clients as wealth transfers to the younger generations. However, it also opens up the 
possibility for major gains in margins and efficiency. 

A truly comprehensive digital transformation would be one that embraces automated portfolio management, full 
transparency in fees and holdings, and a robust online community the enables clients to find and share 
information easily. Such a transformation could lead to significantly larger margins by allowing Morgan Stanley to 
further reduce its advisor count (a process that can happen organically with 25% of advisors near retirement 
age), as well as maintaining fewer physical branches. 

New Entrants Bring Change, Challenge & Opportunity  

Robo Advisors own a very small fraction of the market right now, but their share is growing rapidly. Just as 
importantly, their emphasis on low fees is already forcing more traditional advisors to adapt. 

We can see this focus on low fees play out in Morgan Stanley’s financial statements. Between 2008 and 2015, 
fee-based accounts—which tend to be less lucrative than accounts that pay commissions per trade—went from 
25% to 40% of its assets under management. In just the past three years, the average fee rate on those 
accounts has fallen from 77 basis points to 74. 

The old advisor model won’t work in this new world of falling fees, and it’s clear Morgan Stanley already knows 
that. The company has been steadily reducing its advisor headcount and number of retail locations since 2009. 
In that time, it has increased its revenue per representative by 6% compounded annually. 

In January, Morgan Stanley hired Naureen Hassan, the executive that led Charles Schwab’s own Robo Advisor 
launch. Hassan will help spearhead a digital overhaul that will use automated investing services—along with a 
number of other digital tools—to complement its existing advisory force. 
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This digital overhaul comes at a particularly sensitive time in the wealth management business. At the moment, 
Morgan Stanley has about 10% of the wealth management market for high net-worth individuals. However, the 
wealth management industry could face a major upheaval in the coming years with an unprecedented 
intergenerational wealth transfer as baby boomers begin to pass down money to their children. 66% of children 
fire their parent’s advisor after receiving an inheritance, which means there’s an opportunity for Morgan Stanley 
to gain (or lose) market share. 

In addition, technology promises to grow the wealth management pie by enabling banks to profitably serve lower 
net worth individuals. Robo Advisors are a perfect example of a disruptive innovation. By automating much of the 
portfolio management process, they’ve been able to meet the needs of lower-end customers that traditional 
wealth managers have typically ignored, and now they’re moving up the income ladder. 

Failure to adapt to changing technologies could lead to Morgan Stanley getting squeezed out of its most 
profitable business. On the other hand, a well-executed digital overhaul could allow Morgan Stanley to gain 
market share from traditional competitors, expand its potential customer base, and cut costs.  

Modeling The Potential Value Creation of The Strategy Shift 

To understand the value that a digital overhaul could create for Morgan Stanley, it’s important to understand the 
drivers of market valuation. While things like news, quarterly earnings, and sentiment might create short-term 
fluctuations in stock prices, ROIC is the primary driver of long-term value. 

Figure 2: ROIC Vs. Valuation: Big 6 US Banks  

 

 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings.  

Figure 2 shows that ROIC explains 96% of the differences in Enterprise Value/Invested Capital (a cleaner 
version of price/book) for the six largest US banks. Morgan Stanley has exactly the valuation one would expect 
from that chart given its ROIC and the regression equation. 

This allows us to easily quantify the potential value creation for Morgan Stanley from a truly comprehensive 
digital overhaul. Figure 3 shows the expected stock price for four different scenarios: 

1. Simply sustaining the current level of profitability 
2. Improving margins through greater levels of automation 
3. Improving margins and increasing market share with a platform that can take advantage of changing 

investor preferences 
4. Investing heavily in an overhaul that yields minimal results. 
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Figure 3: Implied Valuations For Different Profitability Scenarios 

$ in millions except per share amounts 

Sustain 
Current 
Level 

Improve 
Margins 

Improve 
Margins 
And 
Increase 
Market 
Share 

Innovation 
That 
Destroys 
Value 

Incremental Revenue Growth 0.0% 0.0% 20.0% 10.0% 

NOPAT Margin 17.6% 21.3% 23.5% 18.1% 

Average Invested Capital Turns  0.39   0.37   0.42   0.36  

New NOPAT $5,828.94  $7,051.29  $9,309.36  $6,562.67  

New Invested Capital $85,408.41  $90,408.41  $95,408.41  $100,408.41  

New ROIC 6.8% 7.8% 9.8% 6.5% 

Implied Stock Price $27.93 $32.47 $42.99 $24.64 

Gain Over Current Market Cap -$1,252 $7,544 $27,913 -$7,641 

Gain Share of 0.01% ($0.13) $0.75  $2.79  ($0.76) 

Net Shareholder Value Creation ($1,252) $7,544  $27,910  ($7,640) 

% Market Value Gain -2% 14% 50% -14% 
 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings.  

Figure 3 shows that even Scenario 2, with margin improvement but no revenue growth, delivers almost $8 billion 
in additional shareholder value. A full transformation that manages to decrease advisor compensation costs and 
attract new business could be worth nearly $28 billion. See the full details of our model scenarios here. 

It’s worth noting how modest these scenarios really are. 20% revenue growth for Morgan Stanley represents 
about $7 billion in additional revenue. EY estimates the global revenue opportunity for wealth managers to be in 
the range of $175-$200 billion. Morgan Stanley just needs to claim 4% of this pie. 

In addition, it’s worth noting that Morgan Stanley and the other big U.S. banks are valued significantly lower than 
other financial institutions and the S&P 500 in general (See Appendix A for details). The intense regulation they 
face has clearly caused them to be priced at a discount to the rest of the market. Continued growth in the less 
regulated wealth management business could convince investors to value Morgan Stanley at an even higher 
EV/IC multiple. 

On the other hand, a mismanaged foray into the robo-advisory space could also destroy value. The final 
scenario in the table shows what could happen if the cost of Morgan Stanley’s digital transformation goes 
overboard and the company fails to recognize the capital and cost savings from closing branches and reducing 
its advisor count. 

Figure 3 also analyzes how management might consider compensating those that help execute this digital 
overhaul. Rather than pay traditional rates and fees, one could propose a gain share model to ensure your 
consulting partners are aligned with increasing ROIC. 

Conclusion 

Morgan Stanley’s shifting focus towards Wealth Management is the result of both the carrot and the stick. 
Changing technologies and intergenerational wealth transfers create significant opportunity, and heavy 
regulations have made it hard to earn satisfactory returns in its more established Institutional Securities 
business. 

This report provides an outline for how developing a robo-advisor and embracing other digital technologies could 
allow Morgan Stanley to cut costs, attract new business, and create significant value for its shareholders. 

http://blog.newconstructs.com/�
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After several years of lagging ROIC, low growth, and lagging stock performance, we believe shareholders would 
welcome a digital overhaul of the Wealth Management division that focuses on maximizing ROIC. 

This article originally published here on July 21, 2016. 

Disclosure: David Trainer and Sam McBride receive no compensation to write about any specific stock, sector, 
style, or theme. 
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Appendix A: Implied Values Based on Linear Equations from 
Regression Analyses 
Figures I - III show how we calculate the implied share prices and ROIC based on the three regression analyses 
in this report. Click here for the original spreadsheets with all calculations and details. 

Figure I: Implied Stock Price and Upside for MS Based on Linear Equations from Regressions 
 

$ in millions except per share amounts Regression Analysis Groups  

Implied Valuation Of MS S&P Financials in S&P 500 Peer Group 

Current MS ROIC 7% 7% 7% 

 - "m" from linear equation 13.612 16 11.174 

 - "b" from linear equation 1.0292 0.1534 0.0275 

Implied EV/IC ratio 1.96 1.24 0.79 

Current Invested Capital $85,408 $85,408 $85,408 

Implied Enterprise Value $167,190 $106,229 $67,436 

Net Non-Operating Assets ($13,374) ($13,374) ($13,374) 

Implied Market Value $153,817 $92,926 $54,062 

Current Basic Shares Out 1,937 1,937 1,937 

Implied Share Price $79.41  $47.97  $27.91 

Current Share Price $28.58 $28.58 $28.58  

Stock Price Upside/(Downside) 178% 68% -2% 
 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings.  

 

Figure II: Implied ROIC for MS Based on Linear Equations from Regressions  
 

 
Regression Analysis Groups  

Implied ROICs For MS S&P Financials in S&P 500 Peer Group 

Current EV/IC 0.8  0.8 0.8 

 - "m" from linear equation 13.612 16 11.174 

 - "b" from linear equation 1.0292 0.1534 0.0275 

Implied ROIC -2% 4% 7% 
 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings.  
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Figure III: Implied Value Creation Scenario Details  
 

$ in millions except per share amounts 

Sustain 
Current 
Level 

Improve 
Margins 

Improve 
Margins 
And 
Increase 
Market 
Share 

Innovation 
That 
Destroys 
Value 

Incremental Revenue Growth 0.0% 0.0% 20.0% 10.0% 

NOPAT Margin 17.6% 21.3% 23.5% 18.1% 

Average Invested Capital Turns  0.39   0.37   0.42   0.36  

New ROIC 6.8% 7.8%  9.8%  $6.5%  

Implied Stock Price $27.93 $32.47 $42.99 $24.64 

Gain Over Current Market Cap -$1,252 $7,544 $27,913 -$7,641 

Gain Share of 0.01% ($0.13) $0.75  $2.79  ($0.76) 

Net Shareholder Value Creation ($1,252) $7,544  $27,910  ($7,640) 

% Market Value Gain -2% 14% 50% -14% 

Additional Details 
   

New ROIC 6.8% 7.8% 9.8% 6.5% 

 - "m" from peer group regression 11.174 11.174 11.174 11.174 

 - "b" from peer group regression 0.0275 0.0275 0.0275 0.0275 

Implied EV/IC ratio (based on y=20.159x+0.0665)  0.79  0.90   1.12   0.76  

Current Invested Capital $85,408  $90,408  $95,408  $100,408  

Implied Enterprise Value $67,481  $81,277  $106,647  $76,029  

Excess Cash $0.00   -     -     -    

Net Discontinued Operations Asset (Liability)  -    ($5,000.00) ($10,000.00) ($15,000.00) 

Net Deferred Tax Liability  -     -     -     -    

Net Deferred Compensation Asset (Liability)  -     -     -     -    

Fair Value of Unconsolidated Subsidiary Assets (non-operating)  -     -     -     -    

Fair Value of Total Debt ($4,471.59) ($4,471.59) ($4,471.59) ($4,471.59) 

Fair Value of Preferred Capital ($7,520.00) ($7,520.00) ($7,520.00) ($7,520.00) 

Fair Value of Minority Interests ($1,165.00) ($1,165.00) ($1,165.00) ($1,165.00) 

Value of Outstanding ESO After Tax ($22.99) ($22.99) ($22.99) ($22.99) 

Pensions Net Funded Status ($194) ($194) ($194) ($194) 

Implied Market Value $54,108 $62,904 $83,273 $47,719 

Current Basic Shares Outstanding (millions) 1937 1937 1937 1937 

Implied Share Price $27.93  $32.47  $42.99  $24.64  

Current Share Price $28.58  $28.58  $28.58  $28.58  

Implied Premium/Discount -2% 14% 50% -14% 

Current Market Value $55,360  $55,360  $55,360  $55,360  

Gain over Current Market Value ($1,252)  $7,544  $27,913  ($7,641) 
 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings.  
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Appendix B: More Regression Analyses Details 
Figures IV and V show additional regressions of ROIC vs. Enterprise Value/Invested Capital (a cleaner version 
of price-to-book). The relationship between ROIC and valuation holds quite strongly on larger groups of stocks. 
Figure V shows that ROIC explains 54% of the changes in valuation for the stocks in the S&P 500.   

Verify the data and regression analyses in the original spreadsheet here. 

This regression framework for stock valuation was first introduced long ago by folks with much more impressive 
pedigrees than ours: McKinsey’s Valuation Handbook, Bennett Stewart’s Quest For Value, Credit Suisse’s 
Michael Mauboussin’s ROIC Patterns and Shareholder Returns. The innovation we bring to the table is modeling 
ROIC, free cash flow and GAP, etc. with scale. 

Figure IV: ROIC Drives Valuations for the S&P 500 
 

 
 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings.  

Figure V (r-squared is 68%) shows that the explanatory power of ROIC for stock prices remains strong when we 
narrow the focus to large cap financial stocks. 

Figure V: Regression Still Strong For Financials 
 

 
 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings.  
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New Constructs® – Profile 

How New Constructs Creates Value for Clients 

We find it. You benefit. Cutting-edge technology enables us to scale our forensic accounting 
expertise across 3000+ stocks. We shine a light in the dark corners of SEC filings so our clients 
can make safer, more informed decisions. 

Our stock rating methodology instantly informs you of the quality of the business and the fairness of 
the stock’s valuation. We do the diligence on earnings quality and valuation so you don’t have to. 

 
In-depth risk/reward analysis underpins our ratings. Our rating methodology grades every stock, ETF, 

and mutual fund according to what we believe are the 5 most important criteria for assessing the 
quality of an equity. Each grade reflects the balance of potential risk and reward of buying that 
equity. Our analysis results in the 5 ratings described below. Very Attractive and 
Attractive correspond to a "Buy" rating, Very Dangerous and Dangerous correspond to a "Sell" 
rating, while Neutral corresponds to a "Hold" rating. 

 
QUESTION: Why shouldn’t fund research be as good as stock research? Why should fund investors 

rely on backward-looking price trends? 
ANSWER: They should not. 
 
Don’t judge a fund by its cover. Take a look inside at its holdings and understand the quality of 

earnings and valuation of the stocks it holds. We enable you to choose the best fund based on its 
stock-picking merits so you do not have to rely solely on backward-looking technical metrics.  

 
 The drivers of our forward-looking fund ratings are Portfolio Management (i.e. the aggregated ratings 

of its holdings) and Total Annual Costs. The Total Annual Costs Rating (details here) captures the 
all-in cost of being in a fund over a 3-year holding period, the average period for all fund investors. 

 
Our Philosophy About Research 

Accounting data is not designed for equity investors, but for debt investors. Accounting data must be 
translated into economic earnings to understand the profitability and valuation relevant to equity 
investors. Respected investors (e.g. Adam Smith, Warren Buffett and Ben Graham) have repeatedly 
emphasized that accounting results should not be used to value stocks. Economic earnings are what 
matter because they are: 
 

1. Based on the complete set of financial information available. 
2. Standard for all companies. 
3. A more accurate representation of the true underlying cash flows of the business. 

 

Additional Information 

Incorporated in July 2002, New Constructs is an independent publisher of investment research that 
provides clients with consulting and research services. We specialize in quality-of-earnings, forensic 
accounting and discounted cash flow valuation analyses for all U.S. public companies. We translate 
accounting data from 10Ks into economic financial statements, i.e. NOPAT, Invested Capital, and 
WACC, to create economic earnings models, which are necessary to understand the true profitability 
and valuation of companies. Visit the Free Archive to download samples of our research. New 
Constructs is a BBB accredited business and a member of the Investorside Research Association. 
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DISCLOSURES  

New Constructs®, LLC (together with any subsidiaries and/or affiliates, “New Constructs”) is an independent organization with no 
management ties to the companies it covers. None of the members of New Constructs’ management team or the management team of any 
New Constructs’ affiliate holds a seat on the Board of Directors of any of the companies New Constructs covers. New Constructs does not 
perform any investment or merchant banking functions and does not operate a trading desk.  
New Constructs’ Stock Ownership Policy prevents any of its employees or managers from engaging in Insider Trading and restricts any 
trading whereby an employee may exploit inside information regarding our stock research. In addition, employees and managers of the 
company are bound by a code of ethics that restricts them from purchasing or selling a security that they know or should have known was 
under consideration for inclusion in a New Constructs report nor may they purchase or sell a security for the first 15 days after New 
Constructs issues a report on that security. 

 

DISCLAIMERS  

The information and opinions presented in this report are provided to you for information purposes only and are not to be used or considered 
as an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities or other financial instruments. New Constructs has not taken any steps to ensure 
that the securities referred to in this report are suitable for any particular investor and nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal, 
accounting or tax advice. This report includes general information that does not take into account your individual circumstance, financial 
situation or needs, nor does it represent a personal recommendation to you. The investments or services contained or referred to in this 
report may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment advisor if you are in doubt about any 
such investments or investment services. 
Information and opinions presented in this report have been obtained or derived from sources believed by New Constructs to be reliable, but 
New Constructs makes no representation as to their accuracy, authority, usefulness, reliability, timeliness or completeness. New Constructs 
accepts no liability for loss arising from the use of the information presented in this report, and New Constructs makes no warranty as to 
results that may be obtained from the information presented in this report. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or 
guarantee of future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future performance. Information 
and opinions contained in this report reflect a judgment at its original date of publication by New Constructs and are subject to change 
without notice. New Constructs may have issued, and may in the future issue, other reports that are inconsistent with, and reach different 
conclusions from, the information presented in this report. Those reports reflect the different assumptions, views and analytical methods of 
the analysts who prepared them and New Constructs is under no obligation to insure that such other reports are brought to the attention of 
any recipient of this report.  
New Constructs’ reports are intended for distribution to its professional and institutional investor customers. Recipients who are not 
professionals or institutional investor customers of New Constructs should seek the advice of their independent financial advisor prior to 
making any investment decision or for any necessary explanation of its contents.  
This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any 
locality, state, country or jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which 
would be subject New Constructs to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction.  
This report may provide the addresses of websites. Except to the extent to which the report refers to New Constructs own website material, 
New Constructs has not reviewed the linked site and takes no responsibility for the content therein. Such address or hyperlink (including 
addresses or hyperlinks to New Constructs own website material) is provided solely for your convenience and the information and content of 
the linked site do not in any way form part of this report. Accessing such websites or following such hyperlink through this report shall be at 
your own risk.  
All material in this report is the property of, and under copyright, of New Constructs. None of the contents, nor any copy of it, may be altered 
in any way, copied, or distributed or transmitted to any other party without the prior express written consent of New Constructs. All 
trademarks, service marks and logos used in this report are trademarks or service marks or registered trademarks or service marks of New 
Constructs. 
Copyright New Constructs, LLC 2003 through the present date. All rights reserved. 
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